This paper presents constructions for fault-tolerant two-dimensional mesh architectures. The constructions are designed to tolerate k faults while maintaining a healthy n by n mesh as a subgraph.
The constructions are designed to tolerate k faults while maintaining a healthy n by n mesh as a subgraph.
They utilize several novel techniques for obtaining trade-offs between the number of spare nodes and the degree of the fault-tolerant network. We consider both worst-case and random fault distributions. In terms of worst-cme faults, we give a construction that haa constant degree and 0(k3 ) spares. This is the first construction known in which the degree is constant and the number of spares is independent of n. In terms of random faults, we present several new degree-6 and degree-8 constructions and show (both analytically and through simulations) that they can tolerate large numbers of randomly placed faults.
Introduction
The two-dimensional mesh is one of the most important interconnection networks for parallel computers. Examples of two-dimensional mesh computers include the MPP (from Goodyear Aerospace), the MP-1 (from MASPAR), VIC-TOR (from IBM), and DELTA and Paragon (from Intel). As parallel computers with large numbers of complex processors are created, it becomes necessary to utilize these machines even when several components have failed. A large amount of research haa been devoted to creating faulttolerant parallel architectures. The techniques used in this research can be divided into two main classes. The first class consists of techniques which do not add redundancy to the desired architecture.
Instead, these techniques attempt to mask the effects of faults by using the healthy part of the architecture to simulate the entire machine [2, 10, 14, 16, 19] .
These techniques do not pay any costs for adding faulttolerance, but they can experience a significant degradation in performance.
The second class consists of techniques which do add redundancy to the desired architecture. These techniques attempt to isolate the faults, usually by disabling certain links or dkllowing certain switch settings, while maintaining the complete desired architecture [1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 11, 12, 13, 15, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 23] . The goal with these techniques is to maintain the full performance of the desired architecture while mininuz . ing the cost of the redundant components. One general technique for adding redundancy is based on a graph-theoretic model of fault-tolerance [15] . In this Permission to copy without fee all or part of this material is granted provided that the copias are not mada or distributed for direct commercial advantage, the ACM copyright notica and the title of the publication and its date appear, and notice is givan that copying is by permission of the Association for Computing model, the desired architecture is viewed as a graph (called the target graph) and a fault-tolerant graph is created such that after the removal of k faulty nodes, the target graph is still present as a subgraph.
This technique yields faulttolerant networks that can tolerate both node faults and edge faults (by viewing a node incident with the faulty edge as being faulty) and can implement algont hms designed for the target network without any alowdown (which could be caused by the simulation of multiple nodea by a single node or the routing of messages through switches or intermediate nodes).
Unfortunately, the degree of the fault-tolerant network created with this model can be prohibitably large. In particular, all previously published techniques for creating fault-tolerant meshes have a degree that is linear in the number of faults being tolerated.
Our gocd in this paper is to create fault-tolerant meshes with small degree by trading-off the number of spares with the degree of the fault-tolerant network.
We consider both worst-case and random fault distributions.
In terms of worstcase faults, we give a construction that tolerates k faults and has constant degree and 0(k3 ) spares. This is the first construction known in which the derrree is constant and the . number of spares is independent of n. In terms of random faults, we present several new degree-6 and degree-8 constructions and show (both analytically and through simulations) that they can tolerate large numbers of randomly placed faults.
The remainder of this paper is organized aa follows. Definitions and several previously known results are given in Section 2. The results for worst-case fault distributions and random fault distributions axe presented in Sections 3 and 4, respectively.
Some proofa are omitted due to space limitations.
Preliminaries
Definitions: Let k be a nonnegative integer and let T = (~E) be a graph. The graph F = (V', E') is a k-Judttolerant graph with respect to T, denoted a k-FT T, if the subgraph of 1' induced by any set of IV'1 -k nodes cent ains T as a subgraph.
The graph T will be called the target graph.
Definitions:
The cycle with n nodes will be denoted C. and the twdimensional mesh with r rows and c columns will be denoted kfr,=.
Definitions: Let n be a positive integer and let S be a set of integers in the range 1 through n -1. The graph C(n, S), called the n-node circulant gmph with connection
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G 1993 ACM 0-89791-599-21931000610001 . ..$1.50 set S [12, 6] , consists of n nodes numbered O, 1, ..., n -1. Each node i is connected to all nodes of the form (i & s) mod n where s~S. The graph D(n, S), called the nnode diagonal graph with connection set S [7] , consists of n nodes numbered O, 1, . . . . n -1. Each node i is connected to all nodes of the form i + s where s G S, provided they exist. The values in a connection set S will be referred to as "jumps" or "offsets" and an edge defined through an offset s will be referred to as an s-oflset edge.
Definition: Let S be a set of integers and let k be a nonnegative integer. The expansion of S by k, denoted ezparzd(S, k), is the set T where T=u{s, s+l,... s+ k}.
SES
The following theorems give constructions for creating fault-tolerant circulant and diagonal graphs. The basic idea is to add offsets so that faulty nodes can be "jumped overh. The construction for diagonal target graphs has lower degree because a cluster of faults can be avoided by placing the cluster in the position where the missing wraparound edges would jump over them.
Theorem

2.1
[12] Let n be a positive integer, let S be a set of integers in the range 1 through n -1, let k be a nonnegative integer, and let T = ezpand(S, k). The circtdant graph C(n + k, T) is a k-FT C(n, S). The following theorems relate meshes, circulant graphs and diagonal graphs. Combining these theorems with the two previous theorems yields constructions for fault-tolerant meshes.
The first theorem follows from the row-major labeling of the nodes in a mesh.
Theorem
2.3 The mesh Mn,n is a subgraph ojll(n', {1, n}).
is a subgraph of C(n2, {n-l,n}).
Worst Case Faults
In this section we present a graph that is a k-FT M.,. and has constant degree and O(k3 ) spares. Our construction is hierarchical.
We first construct a graph M' that is a k-FT mesh and haa degree which is dependent on k. We then replace each node in M' with a supernode (a graph with certain properties) to obtain a graph~with constant degree. We will aasume throughout thk section that N = n' and N>k2+k+l. Let V={n+ik10~i< k}.
3.1
The Basic Construction
We first present a construction for a k-FT cycle with degree 4 and k2 spare nodes. We will then use this construction to create the graph M' which is a k-FT Mn,n. Theorem 3.1 Let k and N be positive integers, and let the graph C' =C(N+k2, {l, k+l}). Then C' is a k-FTC~.
Proofi First consider the case where (N+k2) mod (k+ 1) = O. For each i, O s i < k, let Xi be the set consisting of all nodes {j]j mod (k+ 1) = i}. Because there are only k faults and there are k + 1 disjoint sets X,, at least one of them must be fault-free.
Let X be such a fault-free X,. Note that the nodes in X form a fault-free cycle C" of length (N+ k2)/(k + 1) using the (k+ 1)-offset edges. Next, we augment C" to get a healthy cycle of length at least N. For any two adjacent nodes a and b in C!', if all k of the nodes in C' between a and b are healthy, we traverse all k of these nodes by using the l-offset edges.
On the other hand, if there is a fault between a and b, we skip over all k of the nodes between them by traversing the (k + I)-offset edge connecting a and b. It is clear that we will traverse (k -I-l)-offset edges at most k times, so the resulting augmented cycle will have at least N nodes.
If it has more than N nodes, we can choose to traverse additional (k + I)-offset edges until the cycle has length exactly N. An example of a 2-FT cycle is shown in Figure 1 . Now consider the case where (N+ k2) mod (k+ 1) = z # O. Let R be a region of k + 1 + z consecutive healthy nodes in C'. Note that such a region must exist because N + k2 > 2k2 + k + 1, so there must be a region of 2k + 1 or more consecutive healthy nodes between two faults. Without loss of generality, we will assume that R consists of the k + 1 + z highest numbered nodes in C'. For each i, O~i s k, create the cycle C: as follows.
First, start at node : and traverse the (k + 1)-offset edges until a node in R is reached.
Then, traverse the l-offset edges z times. Finally, traverse one additional (k + 1)-offset edge to return to i. Note that these k + 1 cycles only share nodes within R. Because all of the nodes in R are healthy, there must exist an i such that C/' is healthy.
We can angment C: as before to obtain a cycle of length N. 0 Theorem 3.2 Let k and n be positiwe integers where n z 3, iet N =n', and let M' =C(N+k2, {l, k+l} uV). Then M' is a k-FT Mm,n.
Proofi
Let T = D(N, {1, n}). We will prove that M' is a k-FT T. Applying Theorem 2.3 will complete the proof. First, it follows from Theorem 3.1 that in the presence of k faults, M' contains a cycle of N healthy nodes. Let C" denote such a cycle of healthy nodes and number the nodes in C" from O through N -1. We will now prove that any two nodes numbered a and b in C", where (a + n) mod N = b, are connected in M'. Let a' and b' be the labels of a and b in M', and resume without loss of generality that a' < b'. We know that it is possible to traverse the cycle C'" from a to b by traversing l-offset edges and at most k (k+ 1)-offset edges. Therefore, b' -a' = n + jk for some integer j where O~j~k, which implies that a and b are connected in M'. •1
Hierarchical Constructions
In the previous subsection we described a construction of a k-FT 2-dimensional mesh with k' spare nodes and degree 2k + 6. In this subsection we will present techniques for reducing the degree of th~FT graph. The general idea is to replace each node in the original FT graph by a small graph (which we call a supernode). Then, for each edge (a, b) in the original graph, one or more nodes in the supernode corresponding to a is connected to one or more nodes in the supernode corresponding to b. This approach results in a FT graph with lower degree than the original graph, although it does increase the number of spare nodes that are required. We will start with an approach that reduces the degree to~(fi). We will then consider amore powerful technique that reduces the degree to a constant.
The first approach uses the following graph as a supernode. Definition:
Let Hk be a graph with k nodes such that for every pair of nodes in Hk, there is a Hamiltonian path that has those nodes as endpoints.
Hk graphs with degree 3 (for even k) and degree 4 (for odd k) were presented in [5] . See Figure 2 for an example.
Construction 1 Let k, n and s be positive integers, let N = n', and let the graph M' = C(N+ kz, {l, k+ 1} uV).
Let M be the hierarchical graph obtained from M' by replacing each node in M' bg the supernode Hz,. Divide the nodes in each supernode arbitrarily into two halves ofs nodes each. Add connections between supernodes as follows:
1. Connect each node in each supernode i to every node insupemodes i-l, i+l, i -k-l andi+k+l (all modulo N + k2). These edges, called horizontal edges, contribute 8s to the degree of each node.
2. For each oflset v G V and for every supernode i, connect one of the nodes in the second half of supernode z to one of the nodes in the first half of supernode (i + v) mod (N + k2 ). These edges, called vertical edges, should be evenly distributed among the nodes in each half of each supernode, so they contribute at most [(k + 1)/s1 to the degree o~each node.
Note that the degree of fl is at most 8s+ ((k + 1)/s~+3.
Choosing s = @(fi) yields a graph fi with degree O(w)
and with 0(k5f2) spare nodes. ii -z 1 and ii + Z2, the horizontal connections between supernodes are also present. u
We will now show how the use of a diferent supernode graph can yield a k-FT mesh with 0(k3 ) spare nodes and constant degree.
The following graph will be used as the supernode graph. Definition:
The graph P~consists of 2k +4 nodes. This graph consists of two parts, denoted SI and S2, each of which is the graph C(k + 2, {1, 2}), plus an edge connecting node k+ 1 in SI with node k+ 1 in 52. See Figure 3 for an example of P6 . Now we describe the construction of a k-FT mesh based on the graph pk as a supernode.
Construction
2 Let k and n be positive integers, let N = n ,and@M' =C(N+k2, {l, k+l}UV).
Let M be the hierarchical graph obtained from M' by replacing each node in M' by the supemode pk. Add connections between supernodes as follows:
1.
2.
9.
Connect each node j c S1 of supernode i to nodes {j -2,jl,j, j+l, j+2} mod (k+2) in SI ofsupernodes {a-1, z+l, i-k-l, i+k+l} mod (N+k2). These edges, called horizontal edges, contribute 20 to the degree of each node in S1.
Connect each node j c S2 of supernode i to nodes{ j -2, j-l, j,j+l, j+2} mod (k+2) in Sz of supemodes {i-l, i+l, i-k-l, i+k+l}mod(N+k2). These edges, also called horizontal edges, contribute 20 to the degree of each node in S2.
Connect each node j G Sz of supemode i, where O < j s k, to node j E S1 of supem>de (i+ ; + jk) mo( N+k2).
These edges, called vertical edges, correspond to the k + 1 oflsets in V and contribute 1 to the degree of each node numbrxwd less than k + 1 in each half of each supernode.
Note that the degree of M is 25. The fact that M is a k-FT mesh relies on the following lemmas. The proofs are omitted. Figure 4 shows an example of the paths Qt and Qs in S, of PG. 
Extensions
In this subsection we will present several extensions to the above results.
The details are omitted due to space limitations.
First, it is possible to reduce the degree of the k-FT mesh . Specifically, if we define the supernode to be the product graph of Pk and a 4node cycle, configured as a (2k + 4) x 4 submesh, it is possible to obtain a k-FT mesh with degree 13 and 8k3 + 16k2 spare nodes. Also, if we define the supernode as a 2 x 2 submesh, it is possible to obtain a k-FT mesh with degree 1$1 + 5 and 4k2 spares.
In addition, the number of spares in k-FT meshes with constant degree can be reduced. In particular, it is possible to add offsets to the graph M' of Theorem 3.2 and to create hierarchical k-FT meshes based on this modified graph M' that have O(k2+') spares, for any positive constant c, and constant degree. Finally, it is possible to extend the fault-tolerant cycle construction of Theorem 3.1 to obtain a k-FT cycle with degree 3 and O(k logz k) spares. This is accomplished by adding offsets of the form 2' for all i, O s i s llog(k + 1)1, and by using supernodes that are linear arrays of length @(log (k+ 1)). In fact, by using other techniques (based on expander graphs), it is possible to obtain a k-FT cycle with constant degree and O(k) spares.
Random Faults
In this section we consider random fault distributions. More specificzdly, we will assume that the fault-tolerant graph contains k faults, and that every configuration of k faulty nodes is equally likely. We will focus on the problem of creating fault-tolerant graphs for the mesh M~,~.
Throughout this section let TI (n) denote C(n2, {n -1, n}) and let T2 (n) denote D(n2, {1, n}). Recall from Theorems 2.4 and 2.3 that both TI (n) and Tz (n) contain Mn,n as a subgraph. We will present six constructions for fault-tolerant meshes, analyze their asymptotic fault-tolerance, and study their faulttolerance for realistic values of n.
The Constructions
In this subsection we will define the six constructions, MI (n, k) through Mc (n, k). The first two constructions are based on the target graph TI (n).
Definition:
The graph MI (n, k) = C(n2 +k, {n-1, n, n+ l}).
The graph M2(n, k) = C(n2+k, {n-1, n, n+ 1, n + 2}).
Note that MI (n, k) has degree 6 and Mz(n, k) has degree 8. The idea behind both of these constructions is that they can tolerate faults by using the larger offsets (n+ 1 and n+ 2) to jump over faults.
As long as there is at most 1 fault between each healthy node a and the n-th healthy node following a, MI (n, k) is guaranteed to contain TI (n). Similarly, as long as there are at most 2 faults between each healthy node a and the n-th healthy node following a, Mz (n, k) is guaranteed to contain T1 (n). The remaining constructions are based on the target graph Tz (n).
The graph Ms(n, k) = C(n2+k, {1, 2, n, n+ l}).
The graph MA(n, k) = C(n2+n+k, {1, 2, n+ l,n+2}).
Note that both Ms (n, k) and MA (n, k) have degree 8. In both constructions, the l-offset and 2-offset edges of the fault-tolerant graphs can implement the l-offset edges of the target graph, provided no two faults are adjacent. The noffset and (n + 1)-offset edges of Ms (n, k) can implement the n-offset edges of the target graph, provided that each block of n + 1 consecutive nodes contains at most 1 fault. The (n + 1)-offset and (n + 2)-offset edges of M4(rz, k) can implement the n-offset edges of the target graph, provided that each block of n + 1 consecutive nodes contains at least 1 fault and each block of n + 2 consecutive nodes contains at most 2 faults.
Although it is very unlikely (or impossible) that each block of n + 1 consecutive nodes contains at least I fault, we can view up ton healthy nodes as being "dummy faults"
(because there are n + k spares) in order to satisfy this requirement.
Of course we must select these dummy faults carefully so as not to create a pair of adjacent faults or a block of n + 2 consecutive nodes that contains more than 2 faults.
An algorithm for adding the dummy faults will be presented in the next subsection. Finally, constructions M.5 (n, k) and Me (n, k) are hierarchical constructions based on MS (n/2, k) and M4(Tt/2, k), respectively. They are defined only for even values of n. Definition:
The graph Ms (n, k) is created from Ms(n/2, k) as follows:
2.
3.
Create n' = (n/2) (n/2) + k = n2/4 + k squares (that is, cycles of length 4) numbered O through n' -1.
For each square i, connect the upper right corner of i to the UPPST left GO.-.,. of (i+ 1) mod -' -d (i+ 2) mod n', and connect the lower right corner of i to the lower left corners of (i+ 1) mod n' and (i+ 2) mod n'.
For each square i, connect the lower left corner of i to the upper~eft corners of (i+ n) mod n' and (i+ n + 1) mod n', and connect the lower right corner of i to the upper right corners of (i+ n) mod n' and (i+ n + 1) mod n'.
Definition:
The graph MG (n, k) is created from M4(n/2, k)
as follows:
2.
3.
Create n' = (n/2) (9L/2) + (n/2) + k = n2/4 + 93/2 + k squares (that is, cycles of length 4) numbered O through n' -l.
For each square i, connect the upper right corner of i to the upper left corners of (i + 1 ) mod n' and (i+ 2) mod n', and connect the lower right corner of i to the lower left corners of (i + 1) mod n' and (i+ 2) mod n'.
For each square i, connect the lower left corner of z to the upp& left corners of (i + n + 1) mod n' and (i+ n -i-2) mod n', and connect the lower right corner of i to the upper right corners of (i + n + 1) mod n' and (i+n +2) mod n'.
Note that both Ms (n, k) and MG (n, k) have degree 6. The idea behind these constructions is that the squares act as 2 by 2 submeshes and the graphs can be reconfigured if the corresponding graph (namely i% (n/2, k) or M4 (n/2, k)) can tolerate faults located in the positions corresponding to the faulty squares (see the proof of Theorem 3.3 for a description of hierarchical fault-tolerant graphs).
Asymptotic Properties
We will say that a graph tolerates @(~(n)) random faults iff o(~(n)) random faults cannot be tolerated with a probability that is o(1) and u(~(n)) random faults can be tolerated with a probability that is o(l). The proofs of the following theorems are omitted. Assume a block consists of y healthy nodes. There are three cases based on the value of y.
Case 1: y < n. In this case, do not add any dummy faults to the block.
Cse.e 2: n + 1< y~2n. In this case, add one dummy fault to the block. Place the dummy fault in the middle of the block so that it divides the block into two rmbblocks of healthy nodes, the first of which has [(y -1)/21 nodes and the second of which has [(w -1 )/2J nodes.
Case 3: 2n + 1~g. In this case, add two dummy faults that divide the block into three subblocks of healthy nodes, the first of which has n -1 nodes, the second of which haa z = y -2n nodes, and the third of which has n -1 nodes. Let a and b denote these two dummy nodes. Then add an additional z = lz/(n + l)J dummy faults between a and b. This leaves w = z -z healthy nodes in the block, which are divided into z -i-I SUbblocks of healthy nodes by the z dummy faults. 
Simulation Results
Figures 5 to 7 show the simulation results for the fault tolerance of an n x n target mesh for n = 16, 64 and 256, respectively.
When n = 16 or 64, the probability given for each construction and each value of k is the result of 10,000 simulation trials. When n = 256, the probability given for each construction and each value of k is the result of 1,000 simulation trials. For each figure, the probability of reconfiguration for each construction of the FT meshes, lfi(~, k) where 1 S i < 6, is plotted as a functions of k. Each curve has a name of the form 'xyz", where "x" is either 'circ" for circulant graph or "diag" for diagonal graph (ss the basic target graph), "y" denotes the degree (6 or 8), and "z" is either "r" (designating an extra row of spare nodes) or an empty string.
The solid lines denote the degree-6 FT meshes while the dotted lines denote the degree-8 FT meshes.
Note that the FT meshes for the three curves from the left tolerate t3(ni12) random faults, while the remaining three curves on the right can tolerate 0(n2/3) random faults. Thus the asymptotic bounds proven above do appear to describe the behavior of these networks for realistic values of n.
Also, note that the graph kf6 (% k) (designated "di@f' iII the figures) performs the best out of the degree-6 networks studied, and that it has over a 90% chance of tolerating 12 faults when n = 64. Lemma A.1 Given w, z and z as in Case 3 of Algorithm A,zn~w<(z+l)n.
Proofi
Because z = lz/(n I-1)], z 2 z(n + 1)~d w = z-x > xn. Because z = lz/(n + l)J, z~(z+l)(n+l)-1 = zn+n+zandw=z-z~zn +n=(z+l)n. n Lemma A.2 After applying Algorithm A, no block of n + 1 healthy nodes exists.
If there is a block of n + 1 < y S 2n healthy nodes prior to applying Algorithm A, the algorithm adds a dummy node that dhides the block into subblocks of at most [(y -1)/21 < n healthy nodes each. If there is a block of 2n + 1 s y healthy nodes prior to applying Algorithm A, the algorithm adds dummy nodes a and b that divide the block into subblocks n -1, z = y -2n, and n -1 healthy nodes, each. Then z = [z/(n + l)j dummy faults are added to the subblock of z healthy nodes, leaving w = z -z healthy nodee. These w healthy nodes occur in subblocka of length at most [w/(z + 1)1~((z + l)n/(~+ 1)1 S n. u Lemma A.3 After applying Algorithm A, no dummy fault is adjacent to another (actual or dummy) jault, provided that n~2.
If there is a block of n + 1~~< 2n healthy nodes prior to applying Algorithm A, the algorithm adds a dummy node that divides the block into subblocks of at lewt [(Y -1)/2J z in/2J >1 healthy nodes each. If there is a block of 2n + 1 s y healthy nodes prior to applying Algorithm A, the algorithm adds dummy nodes a and b that divide the block into subblocks n -1, z =~-2n, and n -1 healthy nodes, each. Consider any configuration oj actual faults such that no two faults are adjacent and no block of 2n + 3 nodes contains three or more faults, where n > 2. After applying Algorithm A to this configuration of faults, no two (actual or dummy) faults will be adjacent and no block of n -t 2 nodes will contain three or more (actual or dummy) jaults.
Proof:
The fact that no two faults will be adjacent follows immediately from the preceding lemma. Now assume for the sake of contradiction that there exists a block 1? of n + 2 nodes that will contain three or more faults. Clearly, this block must contain at least one dummy fault. Select one such dummy fault and denote it as d, and let C denote the block of y originally healthy nodes containing d. Clearly, y~n+l.
If n + 1 s y < 2n, then d is the only dummy fault in C, so either B contains two actual faults or B contains some other dummy fault located in some other block of originally healthy nodes. If B contains two actual faults, then let g' denote the number of healthy nodes between these actual faults. Because B contains only n + 2 nodes and because there are at least [(g -1) /2] > y/2 -1 healthy nodes between d and every faulty node, it follows that y'+ yJ2 + 2 s n + 2, which implies that y' s n -y/2 and there were three actual faults within a block of g+y'+3~n+y/2+3 s 2n+3 nodes, which is a contradiction.
On the other hand, if B cont ains a dummy fault located in another block of originally healthy nodes, let d' denote such a dummy fault and let C' denote the block of y' originally healthy uodes containhg d'. Clearly, y' s 2n, because otherwise there would be at least n -1 healthy nodes between d' and the nearest actual fault.
However, note that if C' follows C then there are at least L(Y -1)/2J z [n/2J healthy nodes following d and at least [(y -1)/21~[n/21 healthy nodes preceding d', which implies that 3 contains at least n + 3 nodes, which is a contradiction.
The case in which C' precedes C is analogous. If 2n + 1~y, then either B contains at least one actual fault and at least one dummy fault, or else B contains three dummy faults and no actual faults. If B contains at le~t one actual fault and at least one dummy fault, then it must contain the n -1 healthy nodes which separate the dummy faults in C from the actual faults. Furthermore, because no two (actual or dummy) faults are adjacent, B must contain at least one other healthy node in addition to the three faulty nodes. Therefore, B must contain at least n + 3 nodes, which is a contradiction.
On the other hand, if B contains three dummy faults and no actual faults, it follows that x~1 and that B contains at least two blocks of [w/(z + 1)] or more healthy nodes in addition to the three dummy faults. However, the fact that z > 1 implies that z z n + 1. Therefore, the dummy faults designated a and b cannot both be in B, so itfollows that z >2. Therefore, l_w/(z + 1)] z [zn/(z + 1)] > 12n/3j > n/2, so B contains at least n healthy nodes and three dummy faults, which is a contra&ction. u Lemma AS After applying Algorithm A, at least n2 healthy nodes remain.
First, we will show that Algorithm A adds at most one dummy fault per n + 1/3 (originally) healthy nodes. In Case 2 of Algorithm A, one dummy fault is added to a block of at least n + 1 healthy nodes. In Case 3 of Algorithm A, if two dummy faults are added there are at least 2n + 1 healthy nodes in the block, so at most one dummy fault is added per n + 1/2 healthy nodes. In Case 3 of Algorithm A, if i > 3 dummy faults are added there are at least in+ i -2 healthy nodes in the block, so at most one dummy fault is added per n + (i -2)/1 healthy nodes. This quantity is minimized when i = 3, at which point one dummy fault is added per n + 1/3 healthy nodes. Now consider the case in which exactly k actual faults exist. In this case there must be n.2 + n (originally) healthy nodes, so at most l(n2 + n)/(n + 1/3)] = n dummy faults are added, and at least n2 healthy nodes remain. Now consider the case in which k -z actual faults exist, where z z 1.
[x/(n + 1/3)1 < n +s dummy faults are added, and at least n2 healthy nodes remain. u
Given these lemmas, we can now prove Theorem 4.4 Theorem 4.4 The graph M4 (n, k) tolerates @(n213) random faults. Proofi Let~(n) denote the number of random faults in Mk(n,~(n)).
From Lemma A.5, it follows that after applying Algorithm A at least n2 healthy nodes will remain. If (n) = o(n2i3), the probability that any given fault lands immediately before or after another fault is at most o(n-4'3 ).
Therefore, the probability that at least one of the o(n2i3) faults lands immediately before or after another fault is at
Call a faulty node z "covered" if there is a fault in the range x + 1 through z + 2n + 2 mod (n2 + n + k), and call a faulty node x "bad" if there are two or more faults in the range z + 1 through z + 274+2 mod (TZ2+ n + k). The probabfity that any given fault is covered is o (n-l'3 ). Furthermore, the probability that any given fault z is bad is at most the probabihty that it is covered by a fault y where y is itself covered. Therefore, the probabfity that any given fault z is bad is at most the product of the number of fanlts, the probability that any given other fault y covers z, and the probability that such a covering fault y is itself covered.
Therefore, the probability that any give fault z is bad is at most o(n2i3n-in-113) = o(n-213). AS a result, the probability that at least one of the faults is bad is at
From the Lemma A.4, it follows most o(n2i3n-213 -that the probabfit y that o(n2j3 ) random faults cannot be tolerated is o(l).
On the other hand, if~(n) = w(n2J3) and~(n) = o(n), divide the faults into sixths.
Ca.11 a faulty node z "covered"
if there is a fault in the range z + 1 through z + n mod (n2 + n+ k), and call a faulty node z 'bad" if there are two or more faults in the range z+ 1 through z+ n + 1 mod (nz + n + k). If there exist bad faults z and y that are at lesst n + k apart, then the faults cannot be tolerated.
The probabfity that any given fault in the first sixth is covered by another fault in the first sixth is o(l) (because~(n) = o(n)), which implies that the probability that at least half of the faults in the first sixth are covered by other faults in the first sixth is O(1). Let S denote the faults in the first sixth which are not covered by other faults in the first sixth.
Note that with probabfity 1 -o(l), S contains at least~(n)/12 & U(n2j3) faults and note that the faults in S are all at least n apart.
If S contains at least~(T3)/12 faults, divide the faults in the second sixth into groups of size nl 13 each. Note that there are w(nl j3 ) and o(n213 ) such groups. Examine these groups in order. For each group, if it covers a new fault in S (that is, a fault in S that has not been sssigned to any of the previous groups), then select one such fault in S and assign it to the current group. Let T be the faults in S which are assigned to one of the groups. Note that w(n213) faults in S are still unassigned when ex amining each of the groups, so the probability that the group does not cover a new fault in S is o(1), and the probability that at least half of the groups cover new faults in S is 1 -o(1 ). Therefore, the probability that T contains at least f(n)/12n1f3 = w(n113) faults is 1 -o(1). Also, note that the faults in T are all at least n apart.
If T contains at least~(n)/12n113 faults, the probability that any given fault in the third sixth covers a fault in T is w(n '2'3 ) so the probability that all faults in the third sixth fail to c~ver a fault in T is (1 -u(n-2j3))'''(n3)3) = o(l). Thus the probability that at least one of the faults is bad after the first half of the faults have been placed is 1 -o(l).
An analogous argument shows that the probability that the second half of the faults contain a bad fault (even when only the second half of the faults are considered) is 1 -o(l). Thus with probability 1 -o(l), both halves cause a fault to be bad independently.
The probability that these bad faults are at Iesst n + k apart is 1 -0(1/n) = 1 -o(l), so the probabtity that the faults cannot be tolerated is 1-o(l 
